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1) Brett’s move into Laurie’s old office – Actually, Brian will move into Laurie’s old 

office, then Steve will move into Brian’s office, then Ellen will move into Steve’s office, 
then Brett will move into Ellen’s office – no time table for completion, we’ll just keep 
moving along as time and energy permit 

2) Covering Brian’s Reference Hours next week – Laurie will cover both Friday 
afternoons of Brian’s vacation, Steve will cover Monday morning, and Ellen will cover 
Tuesday and Thursday mornings. 

3) Review list of Ongoing Issues in Librarians meeting agenda – The following items 
will be removed from the list: Ebrary PDA, LIBQUAL and Style Manuals. Discovery 
Layer and items related to saving money to fund it will be clustered together 

4) Database discussion – JSTOR – Decision to purchase was deferred until pricing is 
ascertained for additional JSTOR collections, and for PsychBooks, a collection of 
online book titles from APA. Ellen also noted that Annual Reviews in Psychology online 
gets a fair amount of use and there are a number of titles we don’t subscribe to which are 
generating “turn-away” statistics.  Several other titles needed some clarification so that 
we can offer them appropriately on our database list. 

5) Survey of Off-Campus Faculty – Responses were reviewed and the following 
suggestions were made for next steps to better connect with those faculty members: 

 Promote the appropriate LIBGUIDES to students and faculty 

 Offer orientation for off-campus faculty, for Downstate and other off-campus 
venues (We’ll have to find out when and where such a session would be offered, 
and whether we can bring together enough faculty at one time to make a trip to 
NYC worthwhile.) 

 Continue to stress library resources and services when students (and faculty) are 
on campus. 

 Obtain updated lists of off-campus faculty annually, send the faculty updates on 
library resources and services, and send them links to LIBGUIDES when they 
are updated. 

 Enhance faculty and student awareness of: ILL for articles (and the special rules 
for off-campus students), Full-text availability, Google Scholar links (and how to 
set their preferences), methods for filtering for Scholarly articles, remote access 
to resources. 

 Create a guide specifically for off-campus students with links to other library 
guides and services (Ellen graciously agreed to start roughing out something.) 

 Offer to participate in faculty orientation sessions (and possibly some student 
orientations) in Brooklyn and Victor. 

6) Deployment – Ellen noted that there are a large number of library machines being 
replaced this summer.  Staff members can choose PCs or MACs and for each machine 
can choose a desktop or laptop.  Brett and Ellen will be contacting all staff members and 
collecting information.  ARIEL station may be replaced (later conversations confirmed 
that ARIEL will be replaced by another program, and the workstation formerly devoted 



to ARIEL will be relocated to Ellen’s office.)  There is also a major ALEPH upgrade 
scheduled for June. 

7) Volunteer opportunities – An unsolicited offer from a volunteer was received; the 
librarians decided that they weren’t interested in training and supervising someone who 
might not stay long enough to make it worthwhile.  (After the meeting Steve let Linda 
Sootheran know about the volunteer and she decided to meet with him to discuss 
possible projects.)  

8) Ebrary – PDA – waiting to hear from Maggie Horn about the status of ebrary PDA 
MARC record loading. 

9) Suppression of records in Aleph – no update 
10) Claims Returned – no update  
11) Library furniture – Still awaiting two tables from KI.  Ellen will investigate furniture 

options for the ground floor area across from the elevator – she’d like to install several 
computer workstations there. Additional outlets and data ports will also need to be 
installed. 

12) Discovery layer – awaiting final proposal from OCLC 
13) Future thinking –  

 At some point in the future Laurie sees a need for additional shelving for 
Archival Material (After the Art Books are transferred to Scholes, and the 
Reference Books are integrated into the general collection, the compact shelving 
may be used for this purpose.)  

 Study rooms may be reconfigured to make best use of space.  Some larger rooms 
may be broken into smaller rooms since study rooms are frequently used by just 
one person. Brian and Ellen are planning to set up discussion groups with 
students on library topics – this may be one item for their agenda. 

 Ellen noted that Web-Scale services offer many benefits, and may be something 
we’ll want to consider seriously in the near future. 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Steve Crandall 
Secretary of the Meeting 

 


